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Summary To be afforded the opportunity to develop and grow with a successful company that 
is as excited and motivated to create change as I am. A company that understands 
the importance of teamwork ideals, and recognizes the concept “United we stand, 
divided we fall.” as a working creed. 
- 
“Punctuality is the Expression of Commitment.” 
 
 

Experience Store Manager, GCR Design & Gift (Contract USPS) 
Boulder, Colorado — 2014-Current 

As the manager at a Contract Postal Station, I have received and mailed thousands 
of letters and packages. I work face to face with customers on a daily basis and 
have had the opportunity to meet some extraordinary people. I have enjoyed my 
work and the opportunity to learn how to manage postal services while running a gift 
shop.  
 
Responsibilities   

● Submit nightly earnings reports and deposits to main post office 
● Maintain stamp inventory  
● Handle sensitive packages such as registered mail and certified documents  
● Fix, change and maintain post office boxes 
● File daily mail into open, active post office boxes 
● Verify and submit post office box applications 
● Scan all packages that require manual input  
● Help customers with questions, packaging as well as the store products  
● Created attractive, well-organized, efficiently-operating displays 
● Dust, vacuum, and maintain inventory 
● Count down register drawer and balance books 

 
 
Accomplishments 

● Learning to run a postal desk  
● Improving customer relationships 
● Helping people connect with friends and loved ones all over the world 

 
 



 
Touring Merchandise Manager, Strange Music Inc. 
Kansas City, Missouri — 2006-2012 

While working with Strange Music I did 342 shows nationwide, from small clubs to 
the nation’s largest theatres. I got my start with Strange Music by managing a local 
vocalist who was shortly thereafter signed to their own sub-division of Strange 
Music. I also began volunteering for any available work within the company. 
Management started taking interest in my skills and motivation and I accelerated 
through the ranks to the title of “Touring Merchandise Manager.” I enjoyed my work, 
and it was a privilege to have had the opportunity. 
 
Responsibilities 

● Sold over 1,000 units in 52 show days as a CD Salesman 
● Created beautiful, well-organized, efficiently-operating merchandise 

displays  
● Submitted nightly earnings/Billboard reports to main office 
● Created organization systems to increase storefront setup/teardown 

efficiency by 50% (6 hours avg. total saved per day) 
● Successfully managed a variety of merchandise restock while traveling 
● Managed employee’s CD inventories and monitored cash transactions  
● Organized ‘Special Deals’ to bundle products, double sales and generate 

product interest 
 
Accomplishments 

● Learned to create a high-spirited teamwork driven environment  
● Increased my abilities to work in changing environments 
● Created honest, effective marketing plans to increase revenue  

 
 
 
 

Education Montana State University Billings 
2008-2009 

I participated in 2 general online courses and earned B’s or greater. Overall, I felt 
the experience was not in my best financial interest at the time. Even though I 
typically learn most effective independently, I would like to expand my formal 
education in the near future. 
 

Skills  
● Punctual 
● Self-Motivating 
● Artist 
● Highly Organized 
● Attentive to Detail 

  

 


